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ABOUT US 

With energy efficient stoves ,

refrigerators , bulbs , lab

equipments , office equipments

and more .facilities can cut energy

An power efficient equipment 

system automatically / manually 

turns off when it is not needed.  
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and more .facilities can cut energy

costs by 10 to 30 percent per day.

turns off when it is not needed.  

Advances in technology have  

made these system cost effective 

for facilities of all sizes 



Hello!
I am Dr. Rajesh Shriwastava, Principal ,SSBAM 
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I am Dr. Rajesh Shriwastava, Principal ,SSBAM 

Ambikapur

I am here because I love nature and always promote 

power efficacy To Create green campus . 

You can find me at principal@ssbam.co.in



INTRODUCTION 

Efficient Power management can reduce 

about one third of institute’s  energy 

bill with reduction of green house gas 

emission, without sacrificing features, 
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emission, without sacrificing features, 

style or comfort. Instruments with 

Power efficient energy stars help to 

make effective power efficient choices.



purposes

•The purpose of power efficient appliances and

motors is to be able to supply the same level of

services by using less power /energy.

•Power efficient use is achieved primarily by

means of a more efficient technology or processmeans of a more efficient technology or process

along with changes in individual behaviour.

•Power conservation reduces the eergy

consumption and power demand per capita and

thus offsets some of the growth in energy

supply needed to keep up with population.



“
There is a large potential 

to make a difference 

because all appliances 
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Making a difference!

because all appliances 

power usage can be cut 

when not in use.



“
College always support 

power efficient policy and 

always purchases energy 
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buy Power efficient equipments!buy Power efficient equipments!buy Power efficient equipments!buy Power efficient equipments!

always purchases energy 

efficient equipments .



Moving towards energy efficient appliances
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Energy efficient stars is an international standards 

for power efficient consumer products originated in 

the United States of America.Our College is always  

following  power efficient policies. 
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This energy audit is an analysis of the possibilities of

reducing the energy consumed by the electrical

equipments operated in our college. The equipments

SSBAM Energy audit

analyzed includes: lighting systems, compressed air

systems, Electrical appliances/instruments, laboratory

instruments etc.



➜ Analysis of power distribution and 

quality of power of electricity.

➜ Analysis of electrical processes of 

propulsion systems,

➜

Objective of energy audit or managemnet

➜ Analysis of ventilation and air 

conditioning systems (control and 

adjustment),

➜ Analysis of the technical condition 
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➜ Analysis of energy consumption 

and illumination,

➜ Analysis of losses on individual 

components of the distribution 

system

➜ Analysis of compressed air 

generation system,

of the switchboard, including 

thermal imaging,

➜ Analysis of the energy security of 

the installation (including power 

supply safety),

➜ Analysis of lighting installation.



Why Energy/Power conservation is important 
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Energy conservation is important aspect of campus sustainability

which is also linked with carbon foot print of the campus. Energy

auditing deals with the conservation and methods to reduce its

consumption which may otherwise lead to environmental

degradation. It is therefore essential that any environmentally

responsible institution should examine its energy utilization

practices.
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Analysis of Electricity bills of 
college

Electricity bills of  college

11,653
25,742

7,700
10,764

1-Mar

1-May

The above graph is showing a comparative

study of electricity bills of college month wise.

The major difference is coming because of usage

of electrical instruments. The peaks can be seen

in the months of April, July, August and

November. For the month of May and

June, teaching is suspended and that is reflected

in electricity bills.



Spreading of power efficiency 

ideas
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MANAGEMENT & 

PRINCIPAL

INCHARGEHOD

TEACHERS MEMBERS STUDENTS VOLUNTEERS
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POWER EFFICIENT EQUIPMENT 

GALLERY
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comparitive data

YES NO

POWER

EFFICIENCY 

POLICY
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POLICY

AWARENESS

ENERGY STAR 

EQUIPMENT



Our goal
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AWARENESS

DISCOVERY

PURCHASE

LOYALTY

EVALUATION

INTENT



THANK THANK 

YOU!


